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The present invention relates to load dividers in the 
form -of movable gates or bulkheads for containers such 
as vans or freight cars, and concerns, among other things, 
improvements in alinement and locking of such gates. 
The improved alinement mechanism relates especially to 
gates that are mounted to swing about a vertical axis, 
and, more particularly, that are suspended from a trans 
verse overhead rail or beam t-o swing about such vertical 
axis. The improved locking system here described is 
generally applicable to gates suspended for movement 
between working and idle positions in a compartment, 
and is particularly useful where a gate is suspended on 
a vertical axis from an overhead transverse beam `and 
is alined for locking relative to such a beam. That type 
of suspension is here shown in simple form ̀as typical and 
illustrative, but it will be understood that the improve 
ments of the present invention are not necessarily limited 
to incorporation in the type of suspension shown. 
The characteristics of the present invention will be 

best understood from the following description of typical 
and illustrative embodiments, with reference to the ac 
companying drawings in which 

FIG. 1 is an elevation showing the improvements of 
.the invention applied to the stated type of suspension 
and showing the gate locked in transverse position; 
FIG. 2 is a view showing the gate locked in a posi 

`tion against a car side-wall; 
_ . lFIGS. 3 and 4 are elevations taken as indicated by 
,line 3-3 on FIG. l and showing the locking mech-a 
;nism in, respectively, locked and unlocked positions; and 

FIG. 5 is a section on line 5-5 of FIG. l. 
The suspension as here illustratively shown is de 

îscribed as follows: 
« In the gate suspension here shown for illustration, the 
gate structure 24 is pivotally mounted by means ofa 
-swivel pin 62 on a pair of rollers 60 which ride lower 
flanges 52 of a transverse beam element 40. That gen 
eral form of gate support is shown, for example, in U.S. 
Patent 1,522,784 to W. I. Latiey. In the present embodi 
ment pin 62 has a lower head 64 seating a spring 66. 
VA U-member 68 is carried on the spring and carries 
gate 24. As shown here member 68 may be pivotally 
lconnected at 70 with lugs 72 attached to the upper edge 
of thel gate. The gate swings on the Vertical suspension 
axis of swivel pin 62, and is vertically movable with re 
spect to that pin. , p 

>In the present support structure, beam element 40 is 
adapted-to be mounted at a selected position longitudi 
`nally‘of the car. For that purpose, FIG. l shows two 
longitudinal overhead rails 20 lying directly under the 
ceiling structure‘22, secured to and depending from that 
structure. 

Each'rail 20, as >here illustratively shown, has a lower 
horizontal flange 30 with one or more locking apertures 
`32, and a vertical web 34 with one or more apertures 36 
jadapted to receive a supporting pin 37. Pin 37 sup 
ports a depending end element 38 of the beam struccture, 
"those elements being secured to the ends of and sup 
porting~ the transverse beam element 40. That trans 
-verse'beam element may be semi-permanently mounted 
4in a predetermined position across the car interior by 
engagement of supporting pins 37 in a single set of op 
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posite rail holes 36. On the other hand, there may be 
a longitudinally spaced series of such pin receiving holes 
36, as indicated in FIGS. 3 and 4, and pins 37 may be 
retractible in end members 38 to be removed from one 
set of those holes and then projected into `another set 
after the beam has been moved longitudinally of the 
rails `to a different transverse position. To facilitate such 
4beam movement it may be movably supported on the 
rails in any, Idesired manner, not shown here. In any 
case, whether there is a single pin receiving hole in each 
rail, or a longitudinal series of such holes, one or more 
locking apertures 32 are provided in the rail ñange '30 
in alined relation with each of the holes 36, as indicated 
in FIGS. 3 and 4, so that when the gate supporting beam  
is located .at any set of pin receiving holes 36, the lock 
ing aperture or apertures 32 are in position to receive the 
locking pins 90 mounted on the gate. 

-One of the reasons for suspending the beam below 
>rails 20 is to provide clearance for such car equipment 
as an overhead duct, indicated at D; but as will be noted 
the fact that the beam i-s below the support axis of pins 
37 is also useful in certain aspects of the invention. 

In the figure the suspended gate 24 is shown as a 
half-width gate adapted to extend transversely from a 
car side wall 26 t-o approximately the car center desig 
nated CL in the ligure. Consequently the right hand rail 
20 in FIG. 1 is located close to that center line, and 
the structure here shown would be duplicated at the other 
side of CL. It will be understood however that such 
right hand rail can be mounted under the ceiling near 
the opposite side wall and that -gate 24 and the suspen 
sion beam can be correspondingly increased in their 
transverse dimensions to make gate 24 -one of full width. 
Two gate alining members 80 are mounted on either 

the gate or the lbeam and a single alining member 82 
on the other. As here shown, the upper edge of the gate 
carries two upstanding stop members 80 which, as seen, 
in plan in FIG. 5, are flaringly cup-shaped, comprising 
two angularly rel-ated stop faces 83 with vertical Vertex. 
Beam member 40 carries a depending stop pin 82. On 
>Swingin-g the gate in either direction about the vertical 
axis of the swivel pin, one or the other stop member 80 
cornes »up against pin 82 if the swivel pin is at all near a 
central location on the beam member. The ilare of 80, 
as it moves onto pin 82, causes the gate to move longi 
tudinally of the beam until 82 occupies a position in 
80, as in FIG. 5, engaging both stop faces 83 and po 
sitioned thereby at the vertex of the flare. In that po 
sition the gate is directly alined in the plane of the 
transverse beam and also is centered transversely with 
relation to the locking r-ails 20. Hence the gate is in 
a position where the locking pins 90, v92 are alined longi 
tudinally with each other and transversely with the rail 
perforations 32, as shown in FIGS. 1 and 3. 

In the particular illustrative form of the suspension 
beam structure here shown, the gate weight suspended 
from member 40 -below the axis of supporting pins 37 
tends to keep 40 directly below that axis and tends to 
keep suspension pin 62 vertical. As will be noted be 
low, suspension spring 66 normally supports a portion 
of the gate weight, typically about one-half or less; but 
Whenever the lower locking pins 92 are disengaged from 
the floor rails, as to swing the gate about the vertical 
suspension axis, the whole gate weight is carried by beam 
member 40. The form of stop members 80 `and 82 is 
such that their delining action is independent of small 
vertical movement of the gate relative to beam 40, de 
scribed below. 
The improved locking arrangements of the present in~ 

vention are, in general, similar to a locking system previ 
ously developed. The following describes that’ locking 
arrangement with the present improvements. 
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Below the left hand upper longitudinal ceiling rail 20 
la longitudinal floor rail 100 is secured to the car fioor 
structure 102; and below the central pair of longitudinal 
ceiling rails 20 a double longitudinal fioor rail 104 is 
also secured to the floor structure 192. Each lower rail 
has in its flange a set of locking perforations or a 
series of longitudinally spaced sets of locking perfora 
tions 108, Ialined with the locking perforations I32 of 
the upper rails. FIGS. 3 andv 4 show how the several 
locking pins cooperate with the central -upper and lower 
rails, and FIG. 2 shows their cooperation with one pair 
of the vertically corresponding side rails. 

Gate 24 carries a manually `operable handle 120 
mounted on and swinging about the axis of a shaft 122 
that extends horizontally through the .gate from one 
vertical edge to the other. At its ends shaft 122 carries 
two double throw crank members 124 to each of which 
one end of two linkages 126 and 128 are pivotally con 
nected. The details of the linkages at both side edges 
of the gate »are similar, and 'are shown in FIGS. 3 and 
4. Linkage 128 extends down from its crank connec 
tion 130, with a length ‘adjustment at 132, to connect at 
134 with a vertically guided sliding foot pin 92 mounted 
on the gate. Linkage 126 extends up from its crank 
connection 138 to connect with vertically guided slid 
ing upper locking pin 90 mounted on the gate. That 
linkage, with a length adjustment »at 142, has a lost mo 
tion connection with upper locking pin 90. In the pres 
ent improvement that lost moti-on is illustrated as in 
cluding a head 148 on the linkage, that head being free 
to move up from foot 150 of locking pin 90 (FIGS. 2 
and 3). After some free movement downwardly from 
that position, the head engages foot 150 to pull lock 
ing pin 90 positively down (FIG. 4). Each locking 
pin 90 and 92 has at its rail engaging end preferably 
two perforation entering prongs or fingers 152 spaced 
to enter two adjacent rail perforations in the gate posi 
tion of FIGS. 1, 3 and 4, and, in the gate position of 
FIG. 2, to enter one perforation with the other finger 
inside the inside edge of the rail flange. Between the 
two fingers each pin has a footing surface at 154» adapted 
to seat on the respective rail flange between perfora 
tions, or, in the position »of FIG. 2, inside the entered 
perforation. 

4Each upper locking pin 90 is spring loaded upwardly 
by the loading spring 156. In the present improvement 
spring 156 seats at its lower end on a washer-like plate ’ 
157. That seat plate is supported on linkage head 148 
when that hea-d is at or near the upper end of its travel 
(FIGS. 2 `and 3), 'but when head 148 moves downward 
(FIG. 4) seat plate 157 is suported on footings 158 
which are fixedly «mounted in the gate framing. In a 
preferred construction the seat plate 157 and its footings 
158 are used only for one of the loading springs, the 
other loading spring being .seated directly on the link 
age, as on head 148. In either case the spring footing 
may be said to press down on the gate and consequently 
press down on lower locking pins 92 which are con 
nected to the gate via 128, 124, 122. In the position 
of FIG. 4 the spring footing on 157 seated on 158 presses 
directly »on the gate. In the posi-tion of FIG. 3, the foot 
ing of spring 156 on 157 presses down on linkage 126 
which is connected to the gate vita 124, 122. 

Operation is as follows. In the locked position of 
Vthe gate, s'hown in FIGS. l, 2 and 3, handle 120 is up 
and recessed in the gate, wehre it is held by a lat-ch mech 
anism, not shown. Cranks 124 are then in the relative 
position shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, holding lower link 
ages 128 down 4and upper linkages 126 up. As the op 
erating mechanism is moved to that position, the lower 
»foot pins 92 are forced down ,relative to the gate, their 
prongs entering perforations in the -lower rails, and their 
seating surfaces 154 seating on th-ose rails to raise the 
gate to the relative position shown in those figures. In 
that raised position of .the gate, suspension spring 66 
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4 
is partially expanded, as in FIG. 1. Carrying a part 
of the gate weight, it reduces the manual effort required 
to throw handle 120 to the gate raising and locking 
position. The spring, placing a part of the gate weight 
on the `suspension beam structure, keeps that structure 
from chattering. In the half-width gates here illustra 
tively shown the expanded spring need only carry 15% 
to 20% of the gate weight to reduce the manual lever 
forces sufiiciently. On ̀ a full width gate the expanded 
spring may carry a larger fraction of the gate weight. 

At the same time, linkage 126 moves toward its upper 
position, allowing upper locking pins 90 to be moved 
up 'by loading springs 156 until their prongs enter the 
upper rail perforations and their seating surfaces 154 
have seated upwardly on the upper rail flanges. Then, 
further upward movement of linkage 126 moves the lost 
motion head 148 up off foot 150, 157 off seats 158, so 
thatin the finally locked position of FIGS. 1, 2 and 3, 
upper locking pins 90 are pressed up only by springs 
156. The upward movement of linkage 126- also raises 
spring seat 157 off footing 158, compressing the spring 
and increasing its force. That spring action pressing 
up on the upper seated locking pins and pressing down 
on the gate via linkage 126, takes care of variations in 
vertical ̀ distance between upper and lower rails, land holds 
the gate itself between the upper and lower rails, avoid 
ing looseness that might allow gate deterioration by 
chatter. 
When handle 120 is released from 4its latch and low 

ered to throw cranks 124 to the position of FIG. 4, 
lower linkage 128 is pulled up relative to t-he gate. That 
first allows .the gate to move down to a position such 
as shown in FIG. 4, where suspension .spring 66 is 
closed or nearly so, with the gate weight then wholly 
and effectively positively supported on beam member 
40. Further movement of handle 120 and cranks 124 
then pulls lower foot pins 92 up to the position of FIG. 
4, clear-ing the lower rails. Crank 124 also pulls down 
upper linkage 126, closing the lost motion at 14-8, 150, 
and pulling the upper locking pins d-own to the posi 
tions of FIG. 4, clear of the upper rails. During that 
movement, seat plate 157 of loading .spring 156 be 
comes seated on fixed footings y158. The unlocked gate 
is then free for swinging movement about the vertical 
axis of the suspension and gate or for translational 
movement along the beam; and the cross beam may then 
'be moved to .another position longitudinally of the car, 
where the gate may again be locked in transverse posi 
tion. 

During the first part of the movement of linkage 126 
from the pin projecting position of FIG. 3 to the pin 
withdrawing position »of FIG. 4, spring seat plate 157 
moves down onto fixed footings 158 as the lost motion 
between head 148 and foot 150 is taken up. During 
the remainder of that pin withdrawing movement, load 
ing spring 156 remains seated in effect on the gate frame 
and tends to push the locking pin up with relation to 
the gate. That force is transmitted from locking pin 
90 through the closed lost motion to crank 124, and 
opposes the handle swing during the remainder of the 
handle movemnet from vertical. 
On reverse movement of the handle from the posi 

tion of FIG. 4 to that of FIG. 3 to raise the gate and 
project the lock-ing pins, spring 156 is seated on the 
frame supported washer plate 157 during the first part 
of that movement, and exerts its force through the link 
ages to help in lifting the gate weight. As the oper 
ating parts approach the final position »of FIG. 3 seat 
plate 157 is lifted «off its frame-fixed 'footings 158 and 
no longer has the effect above described. But at that 
time the crank connections 130 and 138 of the linkages 
are aproaching or on are dead center and the manual 
effort necessary at handle 120 is comparatively small. 

Finally it is noted that in the unlocked position of 
FIG. 4, with the loading spring or springs 156 seated 
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via 157, 15S on the gate and compressing that spring, 
the spring or springs then urge the parts back toward 
the lo-cked position of FIG. 3. Thus, if a careless op 
erator leaves the gate unlocked to the rails, the spring 
or springs urge the locking pins and the handle toward 
the locked position of FIG. 3 and engage the locking 
pins with the upper and lower rails. The parts are 
preferably so dimensioned that the locking pins fully 
engage apertures 32 before that action of spring 156 
upon the «operating mechanism is terminated by contact 
of linkage head 148 with the underside of seat plate 
157, or is rendered inetfective to pr-oduce further move 
ment by seating of low-er pin surface 154 on the rail. 
Hence whenever handle 12@ is rele-ased the gate is re 
liably restrained from accidental loose motion which 
might damage it or the car. 

Iclaim: 
1. In -a movable load dividing .structure for transport 

vehicles and the like, the combination of 
gate structure adapted to form a partition in a corn 

partment, 
means for supporting the gate structure for movement 

between operating and idle position, said supporting 
means permitting limited vertical movement of the 
gate structure, 

upper and lower l-ocking formations adapted to be 
mounted in fixed relation to the compartment, 

locking means carried by the gate structure and in 
cluding at least one pair of upwardly and down 
wardly projecti'ble locking pins adapted to be pro 
jected into locking engagements with respective lock 
ing formations, 

said locking pins having shoulders adapted respectively 
to seat upwardly on one locking formation and to 
seat downwardly «on the other locking formation, 

pin operating means carried by the gate structure and 
movable between gate locking and gate releasing 
positions, 

a linkage acting between said operating means and 
the downwardly projectible locking pin to force said 
pin Idownwardly and to retract said pin upwardly 
with relation to the gate structure in response t-o 
the respective movements to locking and releasing 
positions of the operating means, 

a loading spring tending to move said upwardly pro 
jectible locking pin upwardly into locking and seated 
engagement with said other locking formation, 

seating means for said loa-ding spring normally in 
seated relation to the gate stru-cture and liftable there 
from, 

a second linkage connected with said operating means 
`and movable in resp-onse to movement to gate re 
leasing position thereof to positively retract said 
upwardly projectible locking pin in opopsition to 
said spring, 

said second linkage including a part movable in re 
sponse to movement to gate locking position of 
the ‘operating means to engage said spring seating 
means and lift the same to c-ompress the spring. 

2. In a movable load dividing structure for transport 
vehicles and the like, the combination of 

gate structure adapted to form a partition in a com 
partment, 

means for supporting the gate structure for movement 
between operating and idle positions, said support 
ing means permitting limited vertical movement of 
the gate structure, 

upper and lower locking formations adapted to be 
mounted in fixed relation to the compartment, 

locking means carried by the gate structure and in 
cluding at least one pair of upwardly and down 
wardly projectible locking pins adapted to be pro 
jected into locking engagements with respective lock 
ing formations, 

said locking pins having shoulders adapted respectively 
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6 
to seat upwardly on one locking formation and to 
seat downwardly on the other locking formation, 

movable pin operating means carried by the gate struc 
ture, » 

a linkage acting between said operating means and the 
downwardly projectible locking pin to force said 
pin downwardly and to retract said pin »upwardly 
with relation to the gate structure in response to 
movements to different positions of the operating 
means, 

a loading spring tending to move said upwardly pro 
jecti‘ble locking pin upwardly int-o locking and seated 
engagement with said other locking formation, 

seating means for said loading spring normally seated 
Ion a part fixed with relation t-o the gate structure 
and upwardly movable therefrom, 

a second linkage connected with said operating means 
and movable vertically thereby, 

a lost motion connecting said linkage with the upwardly 
projecting pin, 

said second linkage including a part that on upward 
movement opens said lost motion and a part that 
engages said spring seating means to raise the same 
ofI“ its seat to compress the spring. 

3. The combination deñned in claim 2 and in which 
said gate supporting means includes a spring carry 

ing at least a part of the weight of the gate struc 
ture and allowing limited vertical movement there 
of. . 

4. The combination delined in claim 2 and in which 
said gate supporting means includes a horizontal beam, 
a vertical swivel pin depending from said beam, 
and a spring carried by the swivel pin and resiliently 

supporting the gate structure for limited vertical 
movement thereof relative to the beam. 

5. The combination detined in claim 4 and including 
stop means carried by the gate 4structure and said beam 

engageable to position the gate structure in the ver 
tical plane of the beam. 

`6. In a movable load dividing structure for transport 
vehicle (and the like, the combination of 

a horizontal beam structure extending its length trans 
versely of a wall of a vehicle compartment, 

support means movable in translation longitudinally 
of the transversely extending beam, 

a single swivel depending from the support means on 
a vertical axis, 
gate Ástructure suspended on the swivel, said gate 
structure being swingable in a horizontal plane about 
the swivel axis and translationally movable length 
wise of the beam by virtue of said movement of 
the support means, 

and means acting to position the gate structure longi 
tudinally of the beam 4structure and also in a plane 
parallel to the length of the beam structure, 

said means comprising stop two formations one of 
which is mounted on one of said structures and corn 
prises two angularly related stop faces meeting in a 
vertical vertex, said stop faces positioned to make op 
posite horizontal acute angles with the length of 
the beam structure, 

the other Vof which stop formations is mounted on the 
other of said structures and is adapted, by gate 
swinging, to engage either or both said stop faces, 

all whereby the gate structure is definitely positioned 
longitudinally of the beam structure and in a plane 
parallel to the length of that structure by inte-r 
engagement of the two stop formations. 
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